ABSTRACT This paper develops a new spatial model for non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)-based two tier-cellular network underlying inband device-to-device (D2D) communication with randomly deployed base stations and users. In particular, we model the locations of users by considering two independent Poisson hole process and Poisson cluster process. Using the developed model, we first derive the interference distributions at typical user (cellular/D2D receiver) by considering contribution from dominant interferers. In addition, the performance of NOMA with successive interference cancelation (SIC) is impacted by intra-user interference. Hence, for cellular users, we propose an SIC with intra-user interference estimation (SIE) receiver which attempts to locally estimate and remove intra-user interference for better decoding. Based on the interference distributions results, we analyze the performance of a typical user in terms of outage probability. In particular, the performance of typical cellular user is evaluated under conventional SIC and proposed SIE techniques with perfect and imperfect intra-user estimation. Using these outage probability results, we also characterize the average link throughput experienced by a typical cellular user or D2D receiver (D2D-Rx). Moreover, simulation results are also presented to validate the accuracy of the derived results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed an explosive growth in Internetenabled wireless devices, such as smartphones and tablets, which strikingly transform the use of cellular technology from simple voice and data to resource hungry multimedia applications, and thus has led to a trailblazing surge in mobile data traffic. In addition, this exponential increase in mobile devices necessitates a demand for ubiquitous coverage and seamless connectivity. Driven by these high demands, a key technique to meet increasing capacity and rate requirements at such a pace is to utilize the spectral resources in a more aggressive fashion [1] .
In this regard, one approach that has captured much attention is non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), which is considered as a promising multiple access (MA) candidate in fifth generation (5G) networks due to its potential of improving spectral efficiency and user access. The dominant feature of NOMA is that it superimposes multiple users in a single resource (time/frequency/code) at the transmitter and applies successive interference cancelation (SIC) at the receiver [2] , [3] . Apart from NOMA, another approach that has recently gained popularity to meet capacity requirements for 5G networks is the user-centric deployment of lowpower base stations (BSs), termed as small-cell BSs (SBSs), in which user and SBS locations are correlated [3] , [4] . These SBSs collectively form small cells and coexist with the conventional high-power macro-cell BSs (MBSs). The resulting network is often termed as two-tier cellular network [5] - [7] . In addition, by invoking direct communication between devices, termed as device-to-device (D2D) communications, could further boost the overall spectral efficiency of the cellular network due to its ability of offloading traffic from cellular networks [8] , [9] .
NOMA and its applications are well-researched in the literature mostly for single-tier single-cell networks. Much less attention has been paid to exploring the potentials of NOMA in multi-tier cellular networks, where the BS at each tier is equipped with NOMA functionality. Nevertheless, the reported performance conclusions for NOMA in single-tier single-cell scenarios cannot be claimed in a straightforward manner for multi-tier multi-cell networks. Furthermore, in current literature, NOMA is proposed with SIC receiver. However, the presence of intra-user interference impacts the performance of NOMA with SIC [10] , and hence there is a need to improve SIC design for better decoding performance at the user.
Moreover, due to irregularity exhibit by the BS locations under real deployments in multi-tier cellular networks, stochastic spatial models are seen as elegant tools for accurate modeling and tractable analysis of these networks. The most prevalent method is to model the locations of BSs in each tier by independent Poisson point processes (PPPs) and evaluate the performance of typical user chosen randomly and independently of the BS locations [11] - [13] . However, there are two shortcomings of this approach. First, although simple and tractable, PPP models are shown to be inaccurate for modeling real deployments of MBSs. Second, the correlation between user (cellular and D2D) and SBS locations under user-centric deployments is not captured by assuming independence between user and SBS locations. To the best of our knowledge, none of the prior works has focused on developing tools to model and analyze NOMA enabled multitier cellular networks with underlay D2D communications and exhibiting realistic distribution of BSs and user locations. Comprehensive modeling and development of new tools for performance analysis of such networks with a two-tier structure is the main goal of this paper.
A. RELATED WORKS
NOMA has been recently embraced as a new member of a multiple access (MA) family and is also proposed for Third Generation Partnership Project LTE-Advanced (3GPP-LTE-A) networks. Based on the idea of superposition principle to multiplex different users in a same resource, the early works [14] - [19] focused on evaluating the performance of NOMA to validate its superiority over orthogonal MA (OMA) techniques. While initial works were mainly focused on outage, throughout and rate analyses, NOMA has since been extended and integrated with many other key enabling technologies, such as application of multiple input multiple output (MIMO) to NOMA in [20] - [23] , benefits of cooperation and relaying for NOMA networks in [24] - [28] , optimal resource allocation in [29] - [33] , and millimeter-wave NOMA in [34] - [36] . Interested readers are referred to [2] , [3] , and [37] for more pedagogical discourse of NOMA as well as comprehensive surveys of the prior art.
While state of the art works on NOMA provide very useful performance and system design insights, these prior works mostly assume NOMA with SIC receiver for single-cell single-tier cellular networks. However, it is not straightforward to extend these conclusions for multi-tier multi-cell networks. As it has been envisioned that a practical future cellular network will follow multi-tier architecture, in which SBSs deployment is user-centric, and is comprised of multiple cells with irregularly distributed MBSs over entire geographical region. Moreover, due to the gained popularity of D2D communications and its potential benefits to boost spectral efficiency, the future cellular networks are envisaged to support inband D2D communication in underlay mode. Such network models that are based on multi-tier architecture while supporting D2D communications are being used by the standardization bodies, such as 3GPP [38] , [39] . While there have been attempts to model multi-tier cellular networks by using stochastic geometry tools, e.g., see [1] , [4] , [40] - [44] , the underlying MA scheme is considered as OMA in these works. Moreover, MBSs are assumed to be distributed according to homogeneous PPP, which is not a realistic assumption for modeling MBSs locations. The reason is that PPP is a completely random model while there exists an interaction (repulsion) between locations of MBSs. This means that in reality, no two MBSs can lie in proximity of each other if the distance between them is less than minimum separation distance [45] . In addition, prior works utilizing stochastic geometry for modeling D2D networks, e.g., see [46] - [50] , usually consider D2D communication in overlay mode. Further, very few works consider user distributions that capture the correlation between user and SBS locations e.g., see [1] , [4] , [43] , [51] . However, since D2D users are also cellular network users, these works utilize user distributions which are not comprehensive to collectively model cellular and D2D users in multi-tier cellular networks.
As evidenced from the aforementioned discussion, modeling and performance analysis of two-tier cellular networks with NOMA enabled BSs (MBSs and SBSs) underlying D2D communication has following three requirements. First, realistic MBSs distribution is required which closely follows real deployments. Second, the user-centric deployment of SBSs that capture correlation between user and SBS locations is needed. Third, accurate characterization of users' spatial distributions is required. However, existing works are sparse on the analysis of such networks. A few notable contributions in this regard are reviewed as follows. Liu et al. [52] analyzed NOMA based multi-tier cellular network in terms of coverage and spectrum efficiency. While the resulting model is tractable, it suffers from two short comings: (i) NOMA is not utilized for MBSs, and (ii) it uses homogeneous PPPs to model MBSs and SBSs. Tabassum et al. [53] analyze the uplink NOMA for large scale cellular networks and derived a closed form expression for rate coverage under two instances of perfect and imperfect SIC. However, the considered system model is for uplink transmissions and is limited to single tier. A NOMA based multi-cell network is analyzed in [54] .
The authors provide close form expressions for coverage probability and achievable rate. But a major restriction of the performed analysis is that it is limited to a case of only two users for single-tier networks. A problem of resource allocation for NOMA in multi-tier cellular network is studied in [55] . The authors proposed a distributed resource allocation method to mitigate the co-tier and cross-tier interference, as well as enhance the sum rate of the small cell users. However, the considered model is restricted to only one macro cell. Shin et al. [56] considered coordinated beamforming for multi-cell MIMO NOMA and proposed two schemes which mitigate the inter-cell interference, and improve throughput of cell-edge users'. The considered system model suffers from two short comings: (i) it is restricted to single-tier twocell networks, and (ii) the locations of BSs are deterministic. In addition, none of these works considered underlay D2D communications and user-centric deployment of SBSs to capture correlation between user and SBS locations. Collectively, the current literature is still inadequate when it comes to the analysis of NOMA based two-tier cellular networks with underlying D2D communications, which is the prime focus of this paper. Having this succinct overview of the prior works, we now discuss our novel contributions in next sub-section.
B. NOVELTY, CONTRIBUTIONS AND OUTCOMES
In this paper, we have considered a NOMA enabled twotier cellular network with underlying D2D communications. The main novelty of this work are two-fold. First, based on stochastic geometry tools, we have developed a comprehensive framework to analyze such networks. Second, we have proposed SIC with intra-user interference estimation (SIE) receiver to enhance the decoding performance of cellular users by locally estimating and removing the intra-user interference at the user receiver. To this end, the major novel contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1) NEW TWO-TIER CELLULAR NETWORK MODEL
In this paper, we develop a new and more practical model to analyze NOMA based two-tier multi-cell networks, with underlying D2D communications for user-centric and capacity-driven deployments. The locations of MBSs and SBSs are modeled by Determinantal point process (DPP) and homogeneous PPP, respectively. Owing to the physical deployment of such networks, the distinct feature of our modeling approach is that it considers mixed user distribution based on the superposition of two independent Poisson cluster process (PCP) and Poisson hole process (PHP). The user in our model is referred to either cellular or D2D (transmitter/receiver) user. This modeling approach has two consequences. First, by considering SBSs locations as a parent process for users cluster process, a correlation between SBS and user locations has been captured. As a result, this PCP models all the network users that fall inside small cells, termed as clusters. Second, by assuming SBSs locations as the hole centers, a PHP is used to model those users that do not fall inside any cluster. This modeling approach is comprehensive to model users which are correlated with BSs locations, termed as clustered users (users that fall inside small cells), as well as those who are independent of BSs locations, termed as non-clustered users (users that do not fall inside any small cell).
2) ASSOCIATION PROBABILITY AND INTERFERENCE DISTRIBUTIONS
In this setup, we have two major classifications of a typical user, namely cellular user (MBS/SBS) and D2D receiver (D2D-Rx). For cellular users, we derive closed form expression for association probabilities. The key major step in our approach is the independent treatment of clustered and nonclustered users. This permits to obtain vital distance distributions, which ultimately leads to easy-to-use expressions for the association probabilities. In addition, the interference distribution of typical user is derived by considering the dominant interferers in conjunction with the obtained distance distributions. The assumption of dominant interferers is more realistic because as typical user receives practically negligible interference form the transmitter whose transmission range is less than the distance between typical user and that transmitter.
3) DOWNLINK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We derive exact expressions for outage probability in order to evaluate the performance of cellular user and D2D-Rx. The outage probability of MBS and SBS users is provided for cases of conventional SIC as well as for SIE design. In particular, under SIE design, the performance of MBS and SBS users is evaluated for perfect and imperfect cancelation of intra-user interference. The key intermediate step is the application of order statistics to obtain the outage probability of ordered NOMA (MBS/SBS) users. As a result, the easy-toimplement outage probability expression is obtained by the application of Gauss-Laguerre quadrature. Based on outage results, we further provide average link throughput analysis for cellular user and D2D-Rx. In addition, building on these components, we also numerically determine the optimal number of SBSs that are suitable to be deployed at a given signalto-noise ratio (SNR).
4) SYSTEM DESIGN GUIDELINES
Our analysis leads to various useful system design insights. First, it can be noticed that the outage performance of cellular users under SIE is significantly better than that derived under conventional SIC technique. That being said, our results concretely demonstrate that there is a need to effectively remove the intra-user interference and any systematic attempt in this regard can enhance the performance of cellular users with that achieved by NOMA SIC. Second, the analysis reveals that there are optimal number of SBSs that can be deployed in a network at a given SNR, beyond which no improvement in the link throughput is achieved. This can be interpreted as a classical trade-off between more aggressive frequency reuse and increased network interference power. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A two-tier cellular network comprising of NOMA enabled MBSs and SBSs, with inband D2D communications in underlay mode is considered. For this network, the users are broadly classified as clustered and non-clustered users, as shown in Fig. 1 . It can be observed that the clustered users are distributed around the locations of SBSs, whereas non-clustered users are distributed randomly in the network. A comprehensive breakdown of different types of users is provided in Fig. 2 . It is evident from Fig. 2 that clustered users can be of type MBS, SBS and D2D, whereas nonclustered users can be of MBS and D2D type. This implies that a clustered cellular user is permitted to connect to any MBS or SBS in the network. However, since non-clustered cellular users do not fall inside any small cell, they are by default connected to MBS. This setup is inspired by three facts. First, NOMA utilizes available resources more efficiently by applying superposition coding to multiplex different users in a single resource. Second, SBSs are required to be deployed in areas of higher user density in order to effectively meet the cellular traffic demands in these areas. Third, invoking D2D communications can further boost the spectrum efficiency of the cellular network.
The analysis is performed for a typical user, which is a randomly chosen cellular user (MBS/SBS) or D2D-Rx in a downlink scenario. Only the dominant interferers that practically contribute to interference at the typical user are considered, i.e. out-of-range transmitters to the typical user are excluded. The presented system model is, in principle, extensible for cellular networks with any arbitrary number of tiers. However, for notational simplicity and ease of exposition, discussions herein are restricted to a two-tier setup. For quick reference, a list of commonly used variables in this paper is provided in Table 1 .
A. SPATIAL SETUP AND KEY ASSUMPTIONS
The spatial locations of MBSs in a two-tier cellular network are firstly modeled by an independent Gauss DPP {x m } ≡ m (K ) with density λ m . This model captures the repulsive nature of MBSs locations, and is considered to be a statistically accurate model for real MBSs deployments [45] . Here, K is known as the DPP kernel which ensures the existence of m . Next, the locations of SBSs are modeled by homogeneous PPP {x s } ≡ s , with density λ s . The assumption of PPP to mdoel SBSs locations is justified because multiple SBSs can be deployed independently in the areas of high user density in order to enhance service quality. Now, there is a more challenging task of modeling users in this two-tier setup. It is observed from Fig. 1 Next, considering PCP and PHP as the baseline user processes, the clustered and non-clustered user types, i.e. cellular and D2D users, in the network are modeled. Note that a cellular (MBS/SBS) user is always referred to as a downlink user. Now, at a certain time instant, a user can be of cellular or D2D type. Consider that a user can be a cellular user with probability 1 − p, or D2D user with probability p. Further consider that a D2D user can be a D2D transmitter (D2D-Tx) and D2D-Rx with probability q and 1 − q, respectively. As a result, based on PCP and PHP , the different types of clustered and non-clustered user processes, which are subsets of PCP and PHP , respectively, are defined as follows:
1) Clustered and non-clustered cellular user processes are defined as, {w cc } ≡ CC ((1 − p) λ PCP ) and It should be noted that there are now four types of independent transmitter processes m , s , CDT , and NDT that can contribute towards interference at the typical user. In addition, typical user belongs to one of the receiver processes CC , NC , CDR or NDR . Due to the stationarity of these processes, a typical user can be assumed to be always located at the origin [46] .
Finally, in this work, a Thomas cluster process (TCP) is considered, which is a specific type of PCP. In TCP, the number of points in the representative cluster are Poisson distributed with meanc. As a result, the PCP PCP has a density λ PCP =cλ s [57] . Note that the clustered D2D-Txs process CDT is a subset of PCP with density pqλ PCP = pqcλ s (pqc is the number of D2D-Txs per cluster). Further, in TCP, the offspring points (users) are independently and identically distributed around each parent point (SBS) location according to the symmetric Gaussian distribution. Hence, the probability density function of the clustered user location w ∈ R 2 relative to the cluster center is given as [57] :
where f w (·) is the probability density function (PDF) of random variable w, σ 2 w is the variance and · is the Euclidean norm.
Definition 1 (Poisson Hole Process): Consider two independent homogeneous PPPs 1 (λ 1 ) and 2 (λ 2 ), with λ 1 > λ 2 , then PHP PHP can be formally defined as [58] :
where E D = : z − y < D is a ball of radius D centered at location y.
Note that in the considered network setting, the locations of SBSs act as hole centers, as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, in the rest of this paper, 2 = s in (2) . Further, the transmitter process NDT is a subset of 1 .
B. PROPAGATION MODEL
Consider that a typical user is located at the origin, then, the received power at the typical user from a transmitter at location z is given as,
where P z is the transmit power of the transmitter at location z, h z and z = d z are the fading (power) gain and distance between typical user and transmitter at z, respectively, and α is the path-loss exponent > 2. Here, h z is assumed to be an exponential random variable with unit mean [4] . Note that in the considered network, z ∈ {x m , x s , y c , y n }. For notational simplicity, denote P x m = P m , P x s = P s , P y c = P y n = P d to represent MBS, SBS and D2D-Tx transmit powers respectively. Next, based on the received power model defined in (3), an association policy under which a cellular user connects to the BS which maximizes its average received power is assumed. The location of such candidate serving BS from k is given by,
where the index k ∈ {m, s}, m and s refer to macro-cell and small-cell tier, respectively, z k represents the distance between typical user and k-th tier BS, and z * k represents the location of the nearest BS of the k-th tier that acts as a serving BS to the typical user.
C. NOMA AND D2D SYSTEMS 1) NOMA SYSTEM
Consider that each MBS and SBS is assumed to be located at the center of a disk D 1 and D 2 , with radius R 1 and R 2 , modeling the coverage of each MBS and SBS, respectively, in the 
, h k j and d k j are the fading (power) and distance between user j and associated tier k BS, respectively, j ∈ {m, s}, J ∈ {M , S}, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , and 1 ≤ s ≤ S. As a result, the power allocation coefficients are sorted as
The power allocation coefficient for user j of tier k can be expressed as follows [14] :
where
. Based on (3), the overall received power after receiving the NOMA signal at user j associated to tier k BS, denoted by P r k j can be expressed as:
where I k j is the total received interference (power) at k-tier j-th NOMA user and σ 2 is the power of additive noise.
Note: Since NOMA is considered as a baseline transmission scheme for communication between cellular users and BSs, hence, the terms NOMA user and cellular user are used interchangeably in subsequent discussions, unless otherwise stated.
2) D2D SYSTEM
Paired D2D communication which refers to each D2D-Tx having only one intended D2D-Rx is considered. Further, it is assumed that each clustered (non-clustered) D2D device has a certain content of interest that can be requested by the other clustered (non-clustered) D2D devices. On the other hand, clustered and non-clustered devices have little tendency to communicate with each other. This assumption can be justified in practical scenarios. For example, sports-related contents are of more interest for clustered devices found in a sports bar as opposed to non-clustered devices whose contents of interest are likely to lie in other areas [46] . Note that while the tools developed in this paper are extensible to cover a situation where communication between clustered and non-clustered devices is permitted, it is beyond the scope of this paper and is left as a potential direction for future work.
Consider that each D2D-Tx is located at the center of a disk D 3 , with radius R 3 representing the coverage of D2D-Tx. The intended D2D-Rx is assumed to be located uniformly inside disk D 3 . A typical D2D pair is considered for analysis. Based on (3), the cumulative received power at D2D-Rx, denoted by P rw can be expressed as,
wherew ∈ {wc, wn},hz = hzd −ᾱ z , hz and dz are the fading (power) gain and distance between typical D2D device pair, z ∈ {y c , y n }, and Iw represents the total interference at the typical D2D-Rx.
By inspecting (6) and (7), it is evident that interference characterization is necessary in order to evaluate the system performance. Hence, in the Section III, the relevant interference distributions are derived.
III. ASSOCIATION PROBABILITIES AND INTERFERENCE DISTRIBUTIONS
This section firstly derives the association probability for a cellular user to connect to the k-th tier BS. Recall that nonclustered cellular user always connects to MBS because it does not fall inside the coverage of any SBS. Therefore, the goal is to derive the association probability for a clustered cellular user to connect to SBS or MBS. Then the interference for two types of typical user i.e. cellular and D2D-Rx user, will be derived. Without loss of generality, consider a typical user is located at the origin.
A. ASSOCIATION PROBABILITIES
The association probability can be formally defined as the probability that a typical cellular user is served by the k-th tier BS. Based on the association policy in (4), the candidate serving BS is one which maximizes the received power averaged over fading. In order to derive the association probability, the association events for a typical user to connect to MBS and SBS are firstly as follows:
• ε 1 = 1 arg max k∈{m,s} P k R −α k = m denotes the association event to MBS.
• ε 2 = 1 arg max k∈{m,s} P k R −α k = s denotes the association event to SBS. Here 1 (·) represents the indicator function and the random variable R k = z * k denotes the distance of typical user to nearest point of k i.e. distance between a typical user and the serving BS. In order to obtain association probability, the distribution of random variable R k is required. Since, k are the independent homogeneous Gauss DPP and PPP, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and PDF of R k are given as [45] , [59] :
is Gauss DPP kernel to ensure the existence of m and κ is a parameter to measure the repulsiveness of m [45] . Now with distribution of R k in hand, the probabilities of the events ε 1 and ε 2 can be found. Denote A m = P (ε 1 ) and A s = P (ε 2 ) to represent the probabilities of typical user to associate with MBS and SBS, respectively. Then, the following lemma states probabilities of the events ε 1 and ε 2 .
Lemma 1: The association probabilities of the typical user A m and A s to connect to MBS and SBS, respectively, are expressed as:
and
The integral in (12) is computationally complex. As such, we approximate the association probabilities in following lemma.
Lemma 2: The computationally efficient approximations of association probabilities A m and A s for typical user are given as follows:
and Proof: See Appendix B. It should be noted that A m and A s depend on the received power ratio at the typical clustered cellular user under approximations obtained in Lemma 2. This is intuitively plausible because the parameter reflects that from which BS a typical user is receiving a larger power. This completes the discussion of association probabilities, and the interference distributions at typical user are derived in the next subsection.
B. INTERFERENCE DISTRIBUTIONS
There are three types of users in the network, namely MBS user, SBS user and D2D-Rx, which may receive interference from m , s , CDT and NDT . Hence, the interference distribution for each type of users is derived, considering only the dominant interferers as mentioned in the system model.
1) WHEN TYPICAL USER IS OF MBS TYPE
Recall that MBS user could be classified as a clustered or nonclustered user. Hence, the interference at typical user (nonclustered or clustered) under this classification can be defined as follows:
as the interference at the non-clustered MBS user, where
−α , and I CDT nm represent the interference at non-clustered MBS (typical) user from all MBSs except the serving MBS, non-clustered D2D-Txs and clustered D2D-Txs, respectively. Note that I CDT nm is the interference at non-clustered MBS user from clustered D2D-Txs. As such, all possible interfering clusters need to be found by locating the cluster centers. Considering only dominant interferes, the interfering cluster centers would be located in B (R 2 , R), as shown in Fig. 4 , where R = R 2 + R 3 . Let B x s to represents the set of D2D-Txs in the cluster centered at x s . With this description, the interference at typical user is considered from all D2D-Txs which fall inside B x s ∩ b (0, R 3 ), as shown in Fig. 4 . Now I CDT nm can be expressed as,
• such interfering cluster centers would be located inside b (0, R). Now the interference from all the D2D-Txs is considered that fall inside B x s ∩ b (0, R 3 ). As a result, the interference at (typical) clustered cellular user from clustered D2D-Txs is expressed as,
With description of interference I nm and I cm for two classifications of typical MBS user, these interferences at typical user can be characterized. Note that I m nm and I m cm are functions of distance between typical user and its serving MBS, R m . As such, the approach is to first condition on R m to find these conditional interference distributions and then decondition on R m at the end. Then following two lemmas state the distributions of I nm and I cm .
Lemma 3 (Laplace Transform of Interference for Typical User of Non-Clustered MBS Type):
The Laplace transform of the interference I nm , denoted by L I nm (s), is given by:
where the terms in (16) are defined as follows:
where (20) where
Proof: See Appendix D.
2) WHEN TYPICAL USER IS OF SBS TYPE
In this case, a typical user is always a clustered cellular user because it falls inside the coverage of at least one SBS. Let us denote (23) where
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A
, andQ is the complexity-accuracy tradeoff parameter.
Proof: See Appendix E.
3) WHEN TYPICAL USER IS OF D2D-RX TYPE
Similar to a case of MBS, a typical D2D-Rx can be of types non-clustered and clustered. Hence, under this classification, the interference at typical D2D-Rx can be defined as follows: 
Proof: See Appendix F.
Lemma 7 (Laplace Transform of Interference for Typical
User of Clustered D2D-Rx Type): The Laplace transform of the interference I cd , denoted by L I cd , is given by: (29) where
, and L I CDT cd (s) is given as follows: Proof: See Appendix G.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Based on the association probabilities and interference distributions derived in the previous section, network performance in terms of outage probability and average link throughput are analyzed. Further, a SIE receiver is proposed for cellular users, and its performance evaluated against conventional SIC.
A. PROPOSED SIE RECEIVER DESIGN FOR CELLULAR USERS
Recall that NOMA system is inherently interference limited due to the application of superposition coding, and hence SIC technique is widely adopted for NOMA to minimize intrauser interference. In NOMA, SIC is applied in the order of increasing channel gains i.e., user j first decodes messages of all j − 1 higher order users and then decodes its own message by considering messages of j + 1 . . . J lower order users as noise. However, presence of this intra-user interference from j + 1 . . . J lower order users increases the signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) threshold for successful decoding. As such, a SIE receiver design is proposed to locally estimate and remove this intra-user interference at j-th user from j + 1 . . . J users to obtain a better estimate of user j message for decoding. The proposed SIE receiver design for j-th NOMA user is shown in Fig. 5 .
The operation of the proposed SIE receiver in Fig. 5 is broken down in two steps. First, the estimate of lower order users j + 1 . . . J is obtained as,
h k j P k a k i x k i is the received NOMA signal at user j from tier k (excluding external interference and noise),
which results in the estimation of higher order users by applying conventional SIC operation, η k j,1 = h k j P k a k j x k j + e 1 is the first estimate of user j from tier k, x k i is the message signal of i-th user from tier k, 1 ≤ i ≤ J , and e 1 is error in estimating η k j,1 . Second, the intra-user interference estimate η 3 from first step is now used to remove it from η k j to obtain second estimation of k-th tier user j as,
, where e = e 1 +e 2 and e 2 is the error in obtaining second estimate of k-th tier user j. Finally, η k j,2 is used to decode the message signal of user j from tier k. Note that e = 0 (e = 0) refer to perfect (imperfect) estimation of intra-user interference. As such, the performance of proposed SIE receiver is evaluated for both cases of perfect and imperfect intra-user interference estimation in the subsequent sub-sections.
B. OUTAGE ANALYSIS
Here, the outage probability expressions for typical MBS, SBS and D2D-Rx users are derived. In each case, the interference PDF is required in order to obtain the outage probabilities. Hence, before proceeding to derive the outage probability expressions, the following lemma is stated, which VOLUME 6, 2018 is used to obtain the PDF of interference from its Laplace transform.
Lemma 8: The PDF of the interference I, denoted as f I , can be obtained from its Laplace transform L I (s) as [61] :
where c u = υ 0 + ιπu , υ 0 = υ 1 − log(ς ) , υ, υ 1 > 0 are real numbers, ς is the desired relative accuracy, is a scaling parameter, ι = √ −1, U is the number of terms used to invert the Laplace transform, and the prime term indicates that u = 0 summation term is halved.
1) OUTAGE PERFORMANCE OF A TYPICAL MBS USER
Recall that MBS user can be of a type clustered or nonclustered. Hence, at a particular time instant, m-th NOMA MBS user in a representative macro-cell can be either of type non-clustered or clustered (but not both simultaneously). As a result, we define the following events in order to derive the outage probability for a typical MBS user: ε 3 = {user m is of non-clustered type} ε 4 = {user m is of clustered type} ε 5 = {outage at user m given it is of non-clustered type} ε 6 = {outage at user m given it is of clustered type} Now based on the events ε 3 −ε 6 , the outage probability at a typical MBS user m, denoted as P m is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Considering m-th NOMA MBS user in a representative macro-cell as a typical user, the outage probability of user m can be derived as follows:
where p m , P ε 5 , and P ε 6 are the probabilities of events ε 3 , ε 5 and ε 6 , respectively, and P ε 5 , and P ε 6 are given as follows: (34) where s = s e (1+v)gs
is the MBS transmit SNR, r m m is the targeted data rate for m-th MBS user, Fĥ
m is the CDF of unordered channel gain for arbitrary MBS user (given in Appendix G), f |e| 2 (y) = G µ |e| 2 , σ |e| 2 is assumed to be a Gaussian density 1 with mean σ |e| 2 and variance σ |e| 2 , and e is the error due to imperfect intra-user estimation.
Proof: See Appendix H.
2) OUTAGE PERFORMANCE OF A TYPICAL SBS USER
Since SBS user is always a clustered user. Hence, the outage probability of a user s in representative small-cell is stated in the following theorem. Theorem 2: Considering s-th NOMA SBS user in a representative macro-cell as a typical user, the outage probability of user s can be derived as follows:
where 
3) OUTAGE PERFORMANCE OF A TYPICAL D2D-RX
Similar to MBS user, at a particular time instant, a typical D2D-Rx can be either of type non-clustered or clustered (but not simultaneously). As such we define the following events in order to derive the outage probability for a typical D2D-Rx: ε 7 = {D2D-Rx is of non-clustered type} ε 8 = {D2D-Rx is of clustered type} ε 9 = {outage at D2D-Rx given it is of non-clustered type} ε 10 = {outage at D2D-Rx given it is of clustered type} Now based on the events ε 7 − ε 10 , the outage probability at a typical D2D-Rx, denoted as P d is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3: The outage probability of a typical D2D-Rx in the considered network can be derived as follows:
where p d , P ε 9 , and P ε 10 are the probabilities of events 7 , 9 and 10 , respectively, and P ε 9 , and P ε 10 are given as follows:
where Fh
1 − e −z 2 y zdz is the CDF of channelh y c between D2D-Tx and typical D2D-Rx which is uniformly distributed inside coverage R 3 of D2D-Tx [62] ,
, τ d = 2 r d − 1 and r d are the SINR threshold and targeted data rate for a typical D2D-Rx, respectively, and ϒ d is the transmit SNR for a D2D-Tx.
Proof: Based on (7), the outage probability at the typical non-clustered D2D-Rx is written as, P ε 9 = P
. Now conditioned on I nd , P ε 9 can be expressed as, P ε 9 = E I nd Fh
Next obtaining I nd by using (31) and then applying GaussLaguerre quadrature with similar parameters as were used in (33) to derive P SIC ε 5 , the result in (37) is obtained. This completes the proof.
C. LINK THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
In the previous subsection, the outage probability to evaluate the performance of cellular users and D2D-Rx under the considered network setting is derived. A metric of interest that is related to the outage probability is link throughput. Thus, based on the derived outage results from the previous subsection, the average link throughput can be achieved by a cellular user and D2D-Rx are analyzed.
Definition 2 (Link Throughput):
The effective link throughput between an arbitrary transmitter and receiver, denoted by T and measured in [bits/s/Hz], is defined as [63] :
where P out and τ are the outage probability and SINR threshold of the receiver, respectively. Now based on Definition 2 in (39), the average link throughputs for MBS/SBS user and D2D-Rx are defined as follows:
Based on (40) and (41), the average link throughput experienced by an arbitrary cellular (NOMA) user, denoted by T cell is expressed as:
Remark 1 (Optimum Density of SBSs):
Note that there is clear tradeoff between T cell and the network interference. While deploying more SBSs potentially improve T cell , it also increases network interference. As a consequence, there exist optimal SBS density, denoted by, λ * s , which can maximize T cell and increasing SBS density beyond λ * s will result in no improvement in T cell . As such T cell can, in principle, be maximized as: (44) By solving this T cell optimization problem numerically, the existence of an optimal SBS density λ * s that maximizes the T cell will be demonstrated in the numerical results section.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents numerical results to analyze the performance of cellular (MBS/SBS) users and D2D-Rx under the considered network setting. As shown in Table 2 , simulation parameters similar to [64] are used unless otherwise stated. In order to generate power allocation coefficients MBS and SBS users are shown by taking the average over total NOMA users M and S, respectively, and hence they indicate the performance of randomly chosen MBS and SBS user. In addition, as described in the system model, NOMA is applied by BSs for communicating with their downlink cellular users. Consequently, interference may result due to NOMA transmissions from the BSs. Therefore, besides considering the interference from D2D-Txs, D2D-Rx performance is evaluated under potential interference from NOMA based cellular network, unless otherwise stated.
A. AVERAGE OUTAGE COMPARISON AND VERIFICATION OF RESULTS
The first set of results is presented in Fig. 6 to compare the average outage performance among MBS user, SBS user, and D2D-Rx. The results are obtained from the derived outage expressions in (32) , (35) and (36) . The performance of considered NOMA based network is also compared with that of conventional OMA based network. In addition, Monte Carlo simulation are also performed to validate the accuracy of derived outage expressions, which are shown to be in good agreement with the simulations. Several observations can be drawn from Fig. 6 , which are described as follows:
1) It can be observed that NOMA based two-tier cellular network achieves lower outage probability than its counterpart OMA based network under interference limited environment. The reason is that in contrast to NOMA based network which serves M + S cellular (MBS and SBS) users in two transmissions, OMA based implementation requires M + S transmissions to serve M MBS and S SBS, which are hence subject to network interference in every transmission, resulting in overall higher outage probability.
2) The MBS user achieves better outage performance than the SBS user and D2D-Rx. This is because of the higher MBS transmit power, which results in better SINR for decoding. In addition, D2D-Rx performs better than SBS user with NOMA-SIC and OMA for SNRs > than 25dB, and 20dB, respectively. This is because of better SINR as SNR improves due to smaller pathloss of D2D communication which occurs in short range (R 3 < R 2 ). However, at very higher SNRs (>37 dB), SBS-NOMA user with SIC again tends to outperform D2D-Rx due to better removal of intra-user interference. Unlike SBS-NOMA with SIC, the performance of SBS user under proposed SIE is better than D2D-Rx in all SNR regime because of the estimation and removal of intra-user interference.
Further, at a certain time instant, MBS user and D2D-Tx can be of type clustered or non-clustered, whereas SBS user is always clustered user. Having said that, SBS user receives higher interference than MBS user and D2D-Rx (in average terms) because clustered user experiences interference from { m , s , NDT , CDT } whereas non-clustered user may receive interference from { m , NDT , CDT }. This argument coupled with (32) and (36) may explain another reason for MBS user and D2D-Rx to achieve lower outage probability than corresponding SBS user. One interesting observation is that SBS-NOMA with perfect and imperfect SIE manages to achieve better outage performance than MBS with NOMA-SIC at SNRs > 20dB, and 25dB, respectively. This indicates that for NOMA users, the network interference dominantly impacts their performance at low SNRs, whereas the impact of intra-user interference is dominant at high SNRs.
3) It is observed that MBS and SBS users under proposed SIE technique achieve better outage performance than that achieved with conventional SIC. This is because SIE estimates and removes the intra-user interference from the MBS/SBS user message before final decoding. It is also noted that imperfect SIE also achieves better performance than conventional SIC because it manages to partially remove the intra-user interference, whereas SIC makes no attempt to remove it. As a consequence, the results for MBS/SBS NOMA with perfect SIE and conventional SIC can be interpreted as upper and lower performance bounds for NOMA user, respectively. Hence, based on successive cancelation technique, any attempt to remove intra-user interference would result in a performance lying between perfect SIE and conventional SIC. This indicates the impact of intra-user interference on the performance of MBS/SBS NOMA user and emphasize the necessity for systematic treatment of intrauser interference from the received NOMA signal.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR MBS USER AND D2D-RX OF NON-CLUSTERED AND CLUSTERED TYPES
In order to gain further useful insights, Fig. 7 demonstrates the individual performance of MBS user and D2D-Rx of non-clustered and clustered type. The results are obtained by using (33) , (34), (37) and (38) . It is found that non-clustered MBS user (D2D-Rx) outperforms clustered MBS user (D2D-Rx), respectively. This is intuitively plausible because clustered users (MBS and D2D-Rx) generally experience greater network interference than their non-clustered counterparts. The reason is that non-clustered users (MBS and D2D-Rx) experience interference from three transmitter sources ( m , NDT , CDT ), whereas clustered users receive interference from four types of transmitters ( m , s , NDT , CDT ). This results in lower SINR at clustered users (MBS and D2D-Rx) for decoding which translates into higher outage probability. In addition, non-clustered D2D-Rx outperforms clustered MBS user with NOMA-SIC and OMA at SNRs > 23dB, and 20dB, respectively. This can be explained as follows. First, D2D-Tx and D2D-Rx are communicating over a shorter link which results in higher SINR due to smaller pathloss. Second, as mentioned, nonclustered D2D-Rx experiences less network interference than clustered MBS user and MBS with NOMA-SIC does not treat intra-user interference. Consequently, this results in lower SINR available for decoding at clustered MBS user with NOMA-SIC and OMA than non-clustered D2D-Rx for SNRs > 23 dB, and 20 dB, respectively. However, due to estimation and removal of intra-user interference, clustered MBS user with NOMA-SIE always outperforms non-clustered D2D-Rx in all SNR regime. Finally, the performance gains of nonclustered/clustered MBS-NOMA over MBS-OMA and MBS with NOMA-SIE over NOMA-SIC can be explained by following similar arguments as were used in the discussion of Fig. 6 . 
C. ASSOCIATION PROBABILITIES
In Fig. 8 , the association probability is plotted as a function of for a clustered cellular user to connect with MBS or SBS in order to exhibit its trend. The results are obtained by plotting (14) and (15) from Lemma 2. It can be seen that increasing results in larger association probability for clustered cellular user to connect with MBS because its received power from MBS increases. Further, at = 1, the probability of clustered cellular user to associate with MBS or SBS becomes equal. This is intuitively plausible because for = 1, the clustered cellular user is receiving equal amount of powers from MBS and SBS, and thus is equally probable to connect to any BS.
D. AVERAGE LINK THROUGHPUT COMPARISON
The average link throughput achieved by a randomly chosen cellular user and D2D-Rx is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of SNR. The results are obtained by using (42) and (43) . The results in Fig. 9 demonstrate that an arbitrary chosen user from NOMA based cellular network achieves superior link throughput than another arbitrarily chosen user from OMA based cellular network and D2D-Rx. This is because NOMA user achieves overall lower outage probability than D2D-Rx and OMA user, which is evident from the results of Figs. 6 and 7. Moreover, NOMA user with SIE obtains better throughput than NOMA with SIC due to superior outage performance of NOMA under SIE. In addition, D2D-Rx obtains higher throughput than OMA cellular user because of its better outage performance due to smaller pathloss by communicating over short links. In addition, OMA based cellular network shares the available spectrum resources among M + S cellular users, and which further translates into a loss in overall link throughput.
E. OPTIMUM NUMBER OF SBSS
In Fig. 10 , the impact of varying SBS density λ s on the average link throughput of the cellular user is investigated. The results are obtained by using (43) for NOMA and OMA based cellular networks at SNR of 20dB. Under the considered setting, the results indicate the existence of an optimum value of λ s = 4 × 10 −3 beyond which no further improvement in link throughput is achieved. The reason is because deploying more SBSs would also increase network interference and consequently after the optimum λ s is reached, no further improvement in outage probability of cellular users can be achieved, which translates into a link throughput saturation.
F. PERFORMANCE OF D2D-RX UNDER NOMA AND OMA NETWORKS Fig. 11 presents the final set of results where the impact of NOMA or OMA based cellular network on the performance of D2D-Rx is investigated. It can be observed that both non-clustered and clustered types of D2D-Rx achieve lower outage probability when cellular network is using NOMA in both tiers. The reason is that NOMA based cellular network serves M + S users of two-tiers by using only two transmissions, whereas OMA based network requires M + S transmissions to serve M +S users in both tiers. Consequently, a D2D-Rx experiences more interference under OMA based network than under NOMA based network. Owing to the potential benefits of inband D2D communication, the results in Fig. 11 suggest that adopting NOMA for all BSs tiers can improve performance of not only cellular users but also D2D-Rxs compared to a OMA based networks.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a comprehensive and tractable framework for the analysis of two-tier cellular networks has been developed, with underlay D2D communications, in which both MBSs and SBSs apply NOMA protocol to communicate with cellular users. In particular, based on the considered network model, the MBS users and D2D-Rx are further classified as of types non-clustered and clustered. Stochastic geometry tools were used to evaluate the performance of typical MBS user, SBS user and D2D-Rx in terms of outage probability. The performance of NOMA based cellular network was also benchmarked against conventional OMA based network. It was observed that a randomly selected NOMA user achieves lower outage probability than that of OMA. Further, the results demonstrated that in an interference limited environment, an arbitrary MBS user always achieves better performance than corresponding SBS user and D2D-Rx. This is due to better SINR at MBS user by virtue of its transmission power being greater than that of SBS and D2D-Rx. Moreover, it was observed that non-clustered type MBS user and D2D-Rx outperform their clustered counter part. This is because clustered users experience more network interference compared to non-clustered users. In addition, it was shown that an arbitrary NOMA user achieved higher average link throughput than D2D-Rx and OMA user. More importantly, the performance of cellular users under proposed SIE was always better than the conventional SIC technique due to intra-user interference estimation and removal. A pivotal conclusion is reached that adopting NOMA as a baseline transmission scheme in multi-tier cellular network would not only improve the performance of cellular users but also enhance the performance of underlying D2D network. That being said, D2D-Rx experiences less interference under NOMA based cellular network compared to what it receives under OMA based network.
The aforementioned analysis reveals several interesting system design insights. The most important amongst them is the impact of intra-user interference on the NOMA users' performance. It was noticed that at low SNRs, the network interference predominantly influence the performance while at high SNRs, the impact of intra-user interference is dominant. Hence from system design perspective, this necessitates a need for systematic treatment of intra-user interference to improve the performance of NOMA users. Based on SIC technique, an attempt was made in this paper by proposing SIE receiver to locally estimate and remove intra-user interference. As a consequence, our analysis reveals that any attempt to remove intra-user interference would result in a performance lying between NOMA with perfect SIE and conventional SIC. This would suggest to deign a novel receiver design for NOMA which is capable of obtaining better performance over NOMA with SIC and hence can be regarded as a promising future direction. Another interesting observation is the existence of maximum number of SBSs beyond which there is no further performance enhancement for cellular users is achieved. This is similar to a well-known cell splitting phenomena which is able to enhance overall system performance (capacity) to a point beyond which further gain cannot be achieved with cell splitting. Hence, another important research direction and design consideration is to optimize the number of SBSs subject to given outage and available bandwidth constraints.
Apart from the aforementioned extensions, in terms of application perspective, the results of this paper can be extended to analyze cache enabled networks in terms of hit probability and caching throughput [65] , [66] . In addition, the framework developed in this paper can be utilized to study other important performance metrics such as ergodic sum rate and bit error rate.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
A s = P 1 arg max k∈{m,s}
Based on (45), the association probability A m is obtained by using A m + A s = 1. This proves the results in Lemma 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
The CDF F R m in (9) can be expressed as [45] :
where (a) results in by applying diagonal approximation [67] , (b) is obtained by simplifying the Gauss DPP kernel defined after (11) and (c) follows by converting from Cartesian to polar coordinates. Now based on (10) and (46), the association probability A s in (12) can be expressed as:
where (a) is obtained by a change of variable from r 2 s → t. Finally, based on (47), the approximation to association probability A m in (15) is obtained in a straightforward manner. This completed the proof of Lemma 2. 
1+sPm xm −α dx m (48) where ( 45] , and the Gauss DPP kernel K (·, ·) is defined after (11) .
1+sP m x m −α dx m in (48) . Then Q 5 and Q 6 are simplified as follows:
where (c) is obtained by using
for Gauss DPP [45] , (d) follows from Cartesian to polar coordinates conversion, (e) results in by integrating over variable θ , (f ) is obtained by a change of variable from r −α → x, and (g) results in by applying Gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature. Following similar steps to (49) , the integral Q 6 can be simplified as,
Based on (48), (49) and (50), L I nm nm can be expressed as:
Now deconditiong on R m obtains the result for L I nm nm (s) in (17) .
Next L I NDT nm can be derived as follows.
where (a) follows by taking expectation over Rayleigh fading channel gains h y n ∼ exp (1), (b) is obtained by applying probability generating functional (PGFL) for PPP 1 given E R 2 and noting the fact that the density of non-clustered D2D-Txs is pqλ 1 , (c) results in from Cartesian to Polar coordinates conversion, (d) is derived by the standard machinery, where the integral in first term is approximated by using Gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature. The second term is obtained by ignoring the effect of holes overlap and using the fact that E R 2 
exp −pqc
1−e −pqcf (r,s) rdr (53) where (a) is obtained by taking the expectation over the channel gains h y c ∼ exp (1) given B x s and PPP s , (b) follows from the PGFL of a single cluster in TCP [57] and noting the fact that number of D2D-Txs per cluster are pqc, (c) results in by first using the distribution of offspring points (users) by which they are distributed around the parent point (SBSs) in TCP and then applying Cartesian to polar Coordinates conversion, and (d) is obtained by applying PGFL of PPP s and then converting coordinates from Cartesian to polar. Finally, combining (51), (52) and (53) prove the results in Lemma 3.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 4
In order to obtain the results in Lemma 4, we require L I s cm and L I CDT cm , which are derived as follows: 
where (a) is obtained by taking expectation over channel gains h x m ∼ exp (1), (b) results in by applying PGFL of DPP m [45] , (c) follows from diagonal approximation [67] 
where (a) is obtained by taking expectations over channel gains h x s ∼ exp (1), (b) follows from the application of Slivnyak theorem for PPP, (c) results in from the PGFL of PPP and then converting coordinates from Cartesian to polar, and (d) is derived by applying Gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature to approximate the integral in step (c).
Based on (56), the Laplace transform of interference I s s can be expresses as,
Now deconditioning (57) on R s obtains the result for L I s s in (25) . Similarly, conditioned on R s = r s , the conditional Laplace transform for the interference I CDT s can be written as:
= E e −s xs∈ s∩B(Rs,R) yc∈B xs ∩b(0,R 3 ) P d h ys x s +y c −α (58) Recall that in this case, the locations of interfering cluster centers are located inB (r s , R). As a result, following similar steps to derive (53) 
Based on (59), the Laplace transform for the interference I CDT s can be written as:
Now deconditioning on R s in (60) obtains the result for L I CDT s (s) in (26) . This completes the proof for Lemma 5.
APPENDIX F PROOF OF LEMMA 6
Conditioned on the location of serving non-clustered D2D-Tx at y * n , the Laplace transform for the interference I NDT nd is given as: 
where (a) is obtained by taking expectation over channel gains h y n ∼ exp (1) and using the definition of PHP in (2) and noting the fact that NDT ⊂ 1 and the density of nonclustered D2D-Txs is pqλ 1 , (b) follows from the application of Slivnyak theorem for PHP [58] , and (c) results in by comparing with step (a) in deriving L I NDT nm in (52) (Appendix C).
APPENDIX G PROOF OF LEMMA 7
The Laplace transform of interference I CDT cd , conditioned on the location of serving clustered D2D-Tx can be written as, where (a) is obtained by applying conditional PGFL for TCP [57] and then taking expectation over channel gains h y c ∼ exp (1), first term in (b) is obtained by following similar steps in deriving (53) (Appendix C) and second term follows from Cartesian to polar coordinates conversion (in the same way as done in step (c) to derive L I CDT nm in Appendix C) and using the functionf (r, s) with r = x s , and in (c), the first term follows from (22) by recognizing it as L I CDT cm (s). The second term results in by first using the distribution of offspring points (users) by which they are distributed around the parent point (SBSs) in TCP as defined in (1) and then applying Cartesian to polar coordinates conversion.
APPENDIX H PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In order two prove this theorem, we require outage probability when m-th MBS user is of type non-clustered/clustered i.e., we require P ε 5 and P ε 6 for SIC and SIE receivers. We first derive the probability of event ε 5 by using SIC and SIE receivers. Based on (6), the outage probability at m-th MBS non-clustered user to decode any of the higher order userm, 
In order to obtain P SIC 
Based on (64) and (66) (67) Now using L I nm from (16) and applying (31) to obtain f I nm , and then approximating the integral in (67) by applying Gauss-Laguerre quadrature [69] , P SIC 
This proves the result for P SIC ε 5 in (33).
Next, based on (6), the outage probability at m-th MBS user of type non-clustered to decode its message signal using SIE is given as, 
This obtains the result for P SIE ε 5
in (33) . Combining results in (68) and (70) proves the first part of the theorem for MBS user of non-clustered type. Now based on the derivations of (68) and (70), the results for a case when m-th MBS user is of clustered type can be obtained in a straightforward manner. By replacing L I cm from (20) with L I nm in (68), the result for P SIC ε 6 is obtained. Finally, following similar steps in deriving (70), the result for P SIE 
